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27-1. Convex Regians

,

Chapter 27.

p.

ANALYZING GEOMETRIC FIGURES

To analyze properties of geometric figures you will need to use sqg
concepts ofgeopetry which yOu have already studied in earlier chapters: °
Impoikant among these concepts are the ones concerning parallelism, per
pendicularity, and convexity. In this section. Aige shall study further some
ideas regarding convex regions.

The two quadrilaterals in the drawingvbelow seem fundamentally

diff erent to us.

One of the reasozcsthey seem so differeRt is that ther

I . ..

ey the left-hand quad'rilateral is convex while the region bounded by the
1-4- - 0

_ ..,

right hand of a.drilater:al is not "convex..

region bounded-tz,

4

Definition: A set of points S conve_if for every two

1-73-614ht <`and Q of 3, each point of the segment \3Q is in ,set S.
. .

Szme simple examples of convex sets area line, a segmen f arid a ray..
, ...

.In this section we shall use the above definition to disitinguisn been two
different 'types of quadrilaterals.

Nti ,.
'

\.,.

G

1
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We will follow-the custom of:.Using the phrase convex quadrilateral
q

in place of the cumbersome expressipreqUddTilateral that forms the boundary,

of a convex region'. Note that theipundary ds not itself a convex set.

Now if you take any quadrilateral Twill 'find.that besides the our

sides there. are two other segments joining vertices of the polygon. These'

41t, are the two diagonals.

1-a

Figure 1

In the case of anon convex (see Figur4 -b) we note

....--hat one diagonals the property that it does not P ass.through the interior: ,-
..

of the 'quadrilateral. Furthdrmore since the other diagonal does,lie in the
. .

convex region, the two diagonals, iionot intersect.' In the more familiar case

'..!

.
of the convex quadrilatAa.1 (see Figure 16) both diagonals lie inthe convex

..-
region 40rid they. of course intersect at'an 'interior point of the quadrilateral:

1
The distinction between the two situations can be described in anuther.

'I'

\
-

-....yay. that will be useful for our.purposes. F2r.a non-donvex quadrilateral
. .

such as ABCD '(see Figure 2-b) one. diagonal BD has the property thathee.0 .

line BD containingit does not split...3112,14a41-;Aeral,:.. Al]' the rest of

the figure lie5-in one half-plane bounded by th6 line BD. The line AC

containing- hePOther'diagonal AG...does Split the.quadrileNeraa so that part

/lies-in 'one 4part lies in the other. In particular, the\.

vertices B, D -no on -)Hat ciAgohal.-4,re in opposite/half-planes,:.

' (
;. t.

w



If either diagonal of a convex quadrilateral is given, then the line

containing that diagonal separates the other two vertices,, so that -ehey lie

in opposite hlf7planesbounded by that line.

We will take lopse properties of-quadriilaterals for granted without

attempting to prorVe them.

1.

A.

Check Your Reading

If fOr every two points A and B of a set the points of the

segment AB are an set then what 'ad of a set do we call S?

What do we call th4e line' egment that:4Qins opposite vertices of a

quadrilateral?

3. Do the diagonals of a noil-convex quadrilateral intersect?

4.: Ts a convex quadrilateral a convex se-C,.

5. Where do the diagonals of a convex quadrilateral intersect?

6. .A line containing a diagonal of a.convex qUadrilateral separates

other two veTtices in what particular way?

9

'(Clans Discussibn)
f

t

1. Copy the patterns' of dots in the followingfigures and draw the figure

PQRS. Join the points in -Ordqr. That is join iP it Q to

R, R' to S,. and finally joiri S back to P, In ech e se tell

whether the-figureis a convex quadrilateral, a non-convex quadri-.

lateral, or not a quadrilateral.



(a)

Q

(c)

(b)

Q

(d)

Q

2. In "each of the fig below, name-the pla.irs of opposite vertices;

the pairs bf oppos sides, and the diagonals.

(a) . Cc)

c.

1.0 \

41t,
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.

3... - For each part of.ExercIse 2,.name all line's through pairs

,,,,zertices that separate the other two vertices.

4. In teach of the following figues how many different qtldrilateral6 are

there having the d.ven.points as vertices? Sketch them all. Name

of opposite

them (as

(a)

Q

PQRS; PE2SQ, etc

P

S.

27-2. More Abo

Given

a paralleiogta

quadrilateral

:know quite a fey

is, given that

, .

P

atallelograms

J

ABCD is a convex quad-rilateral.' How can'you tell if it's

u recal' the definition, ofirp. parallelogram: A convex

llelo ram df the opposite sides are parallel'. We also

ngs abut a quadrilateial if:it is a parallelogram. That

we 'know,

l (1) AB' H DC and

2) AB "= DC and AD

LA -7-- 2c and LB = LD

ABCD is a ral o ram,

TD H
BC

(Opposite .sillap are parallel)"

(Opposite sides are congruent)

(Opposite aigles are congruent



. (4) A ABC = A CDA and. A BDC ILA DBA (Diagonals form congrue'nt
triangles)

PC and DP BP 4Diagonals.bisect each other)

If we know that the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel,

then we can use the definition, stated above, to decide that the quadri-

lateral is a parallelogram, However, we will need some other ways to

determine whether or not a given quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Suppose that we have three non-collinear points. Can we locate a

fourth, point, in the plane of the three points, so that the four points are

vertices of parallelogram ABCD?.

B

C,

- 46-41.

A

We could, of course,.draw AB, and BC, Construct a line parallel to AB.

through 'c, and then construct a line parallel to BC through A,

The intersection, Dx of the line through. C parallel to AB and

the line through 'A parallel to BC is the fourth vertex of a parallelogram
.

ABCD, since the opposite sides of the quadrilateral are parallel. (Remember,

that when we say that two segments like BC and AD are parallel,,we mean

that4ti3e lines BC and AD, containing 'these.segments,,are*parallel.) We

know that the opposite sides are parallel since we constructed congruent

corresponding angles:



-cExercises 27-2a

(Class Discussion).

1. Suppose that AC and BD

bisect each other at P.

(a) Why is 6, DPC

and 6, DPA BPC?

(b) Why is Ll L2?

Why i,s DC I AB?,

D.

B.

(c) why is L3 .'=' %.z4? 1

Why is AD II CB?

(d) What kind of quadrilateral is ABCD? Why?

(e) Siappose that you are given -15,1aree non-collinear pcApts R, 5,

and Hoir- would you use the above -result to find a .fourth

vertex,. V, '. of a parallelogram? 'How many possible positions

are there" for V?

2.. Given - three non-collineaf

points A, B, and C.

With B as the Center and

a: radius equal to AC, draw

an arc of a circle, as shown

in the diagram: With C as

the center and a radius equal

to AB, draw an arc of a

circle intersecting the first

o.

arc in point D. Quadrilateral ABDC now has oppbsite pairs of

congruent sides. AB = DC and BD T- CA (thy construction).

( a ) Is ABC 7- DCB? Why?

(b) Why is

(c) Why id

(d) -Is ABDC a pa.ra.11elogram? Why?

(e) Use the same procedure to rind parallelogram ABCE and

paraltlogram 'AFBC.

Ll = L2? Why is BD I CA? ,

L3 L!t? Why' is -AB H .DC?

ti



3.
( \-

If we have three-bon7cgilinear pdants; A, B, and C, then ye know
*

that they determine a plane. We can assign a coordinate system to

t16 plane so that A is at the origin and AB lies along the posi-:i

tive horizontal axis. Let the coordinates

(a) .What are the coordinates

of D if weknow that

AB CD. and .

AB 11 CD ? (That' 'is,

one pair of opposite

sides of the quadri-.

lateral are congruent

Eld parallel.)

(h) What are the slopes of

AC and BD ? Is

AC H BD ? Why?

of :C ,(1), c).

C (b,c)

A(0,0) (a,0)

4.1

(c) Is the quadrilateral ABDC a parallelogram? Why?

Draw a quadrilateral which is not a paralielOgram but

(a) which has 2 -pairs of congruent sides;'

.(b) whose diagonals are perpendicular;

(c) Which has

- sides.

one pair of parallel sides and one-pair of congruent

. In the previous class exercises we have seen that a convex quadri-*

lateral is a parallelogram if

-(1) the diagonals bisect each other, or

(2) the opposite sides are congruent, or
4

(31 one -pair of opposite sides are congruent and parallel.

.

There are certain kinds of quadrilaterals which we encounter so

frequently' that it will be useful to name and .define them here.

12
\



A quadrilateral is a parallelogram

1-gthe opposite sides are

.Parallel.

(3)

(5)

)9

A quadrilateral is a ihombus

if* is a paralleIodPam with

all four sides congruent.

,

A quadrilateral is a, rectangle

if it is a parallelogram with

all of its angles right angles.

A quadrilateral is a square

if it is a parallelogram with

all four'sides congruent, and

if all of its angles are right

angles.

A convex quadrilateral is a

trapezoid ifltwo,' and only two,

'oppoqite sides are parallel.

13



. ,
(6) 'Opposite sideS:of a

latdral are.tWo side) 'that 1

.

do .not intersect. (Such as,

BC and AD ) Two of its

angles are opposite 1.f-:the3i

'do.not Contain a common

Side: ( .LA and LC,

for example). Two sides are
.

. .

'called consecutive if they

haye.a Common dhdpoint. ( AD and DC,. for example), Two angles are

called,00nsecutive if they contain a common side: ( LD .and' L C,

for example) A diagonal is a segment ,joining two non- consecutive

vertices. '(for example, AC'

Exercises 2V-2b,

In the fallowing table,table, consider the five types Of,convex quadri-

laterals listed across, the top with respect to the sixteen statements. The

statements.are referred to by number and listed below the table.' If the

quadrilateral ALWAYS lias the property at the left, fill in.the table with an

A; if the figure. SOMETIMES has the property, use an f; and if it NEVER has

tha-Lproperty, 'use an N. Draw- A complete table and- fill it.in with the

appropriate letters.; (problems 1-16)

RECTANGLE. .' ;SQUARE RHOMBUS PARALLELOGRAM TRAPEZOID

1.

2.

3.

STATEMENTS:

1.. Both pairs of opposite angles are congruent.

2. Both pairs of opposite sides are congruent.

. 3. Each diagonalb.isiects two angles of the quadrilateral..

10

14.
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4?
4. gg011e,diagonal bisect each other.,

-5. The-diagonal are perpendicular.

6: .Each pair ,of consecutive angLes isiedipplementary.
`%-

7. *Each-pair-of consecut -ive sides is congruent.

8. ;.Each..Each pair of consecutive angles as congruent'.

f.

4

9. The'idiagonals 'are congruent.

Bpth pairAs of opposite side's are parallel.

11. Three of its anglek are right angles.

12. Its diagonals are perpendicular and congruent .

is diagonaSs.are perpendicular bisettors oceach other.

14.. It is equilateral.

0

15. . It is equiaugular.

16. It is both equilateral and equiangular.

17. Prove: If, in a, convex quadrilateral, one of the diagonals and the

line joining the midpoints of a pair of opposite steles bisect

each other, then the quadrilateral is_a parallelogram.

With the measures of the angles

as given in parallelogram

ABF1-1-' :give the degree

measure of each angle.

m I A= ?

to 1 F.= MIH=
19 Let- Q = the set of.all "quadrilaterals

T = the set of all trapezoids

P = the set of all parallelbgrams

R = the set of all rhombuses (rhombi)

C = the set of all rectangles

S,= theWet of ell squares

Since every trapezoid is a quadrilateral, we can state that set T'

is contained in set Q. Thus we write T. C: Q and can refores'ent

the fact-in a drawing like that shown above. Represent in an

11



lei

analogous way. the relations between the indicated sets.'

(a) .Q, T, and, .P A (d) P, C, S

(b) Q, P, R ) Q, R

(c) P, C,. and S

,

41

27-3. Families and Networks of Parallel Lines.

the chemistry teacher gave. Johnny 'Jones a piece of platinum wire to.
.

.

use lean experiment, Johnny had to share the wire equally with the otter

two boy6.in..hcis lab group: Johnny didn't ,have a ruler handy so he divided

the wiee into thee parts by a rather clever device. He'took piece of

lined notebook paper and laid the wire_ on it as shown below. " 1
if*

piece of

platinum wire

/

We see that the endpoints of the wire. e two-of the rule. lines end the

lli

.011

wire is intersected internally by)the o her ruler lines. Johnny cut the

wire at these two points. Does it.seem-to you that the three piecesot wire

obtained would haVe the same' length?'

Johnny had the-advantage of knowingssome geometry. He reasoned as

follows:

"The four lines which touch the wire t off three

segments df equal length on the, edge of the-paper.

Therefore these lines divide the wire in 0 three'

piens of- equal? length."

Johnnyls reasoning suggests a theorem whidh can possibly pro-ve;

("" 12

16'

.



Theorem.: If three or -mole parallel ..1ines cut off cvgtrment segments....on one ,

. t te '

transversal, -heri /they cut off congru5nt begMents on every. trips-% . i!si
. .

,---- 6'''''`'....)r-
-yell.. - ;. -0.

s: -(.' ,_

OC:\ N ..-

,
..0

.

,

roof: Given. that the 'segments ...gut -off by, .2 , ..e , X , '' and 2,1. on k
1 2 -N , .

\

: ' are congruent. we will shag that the .segments%;cut off grt, line\ rri.,

X, .

are congruent. -, i,,, a V ; '
it

. ,7,...

. 1 ' .. .
/ .

_

. k

(We assume that the'lines, k. and m,. are not parallel. If

they were paralfel, whe..t Could we tell about. EF, FGA GH ?

Why?)

Draw lines;.k11, k2,

E, F, G, and

\ -

parallel to k7-through points

S.

1 2
k
3

All of the angles marked. 111 are congruent. Why?

All of the angles marked 1!21 are congruent: Why?

AB .= ER, BC 1: FS, and CD =SGT. Why?

13
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r

/
4

0
no

It.ilas given -.that . AB ..EC =' CD.' Le Can we conclude that

ER` = FS =

Thtkrefor6 t FtG ¢ GTH by :ASA, and EF ,FG:t GH.

1.3.1}ce Vley are Gorre,spondi-ng parts of aongruent,

a t

teriangles.
..

k

'he t heorem. ca.n be thus provtd. It- sliould be clear that a similax

proof' could be given no7rriat.ter man,' 2 lines there''are. -
.

....,

' . .
.

.

Nol".1 do you see why Johnnyts methepd foi^ dividing the platin m wire
,...

Exercises 27 -3

A

.1. . Given segme9t and any ro

convenient

( Co ructl; .,5373 pa ra 1

,."-c) AC". and mark off: the'

same' number of. cOngrueht

sbgme is on each ray.

(In this d

marked of foul". Congruent.

2. :

segments.). .

(b) Draw AY, RX, SW, TV and

AM = MN = No = OB.
x

Given a triangle, t IBC: M be

the midpoint of 'AC.

lib

D

BB. Show that

the midpoint of 7,51; and P be
4
15'

Draw lines through A and M parallel to BC. .

. .

Sinc this family of lines divides AB.. into -.two congruent seg-

ments will tt2in through M pass throu0 P,. the midpoint '.

of AC? Why?
(

141
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0- 'a

.Can 'we conclude from this that a line parallel to one side of
..es,

,a triangle and passing through the iidpoint of a Secqnd.-ate of
1

the tiianglewillaiways-Pass,t4ro62,4hemidpoint ofAthe t4i.rd
,

Aside ofthe triangle? ' P
0 .

1-

( c ) Draw PD 1 f_ AB where. N is a yrit on BC/: :,(Whato kind of ,\
1

quadrilateral .is. MPDB? . °

,

:(d) Is- 'MP = BD? Why?

e-.) Is MP =
2'

BC? Whyt

Draw a convex quadrilat al
.

;Like ABCD%' E, F., G,

and 'H are the. midpoints of

the respective sides.

(a). Draw diagonal BD. What

catiyOu say about. HE and

and BD?\''
'Th HE l'GF? Why?

Is HEFG a parallelogram? Why?

4g:

(d) Write a statement-aboutee kind of figure yeA-rwili always get

ifyolLjoin the midpoints of the adjacent sid. esof any conveX

quadrilateral.
/1-

..

-.
.

,
4. Prove that in any convex quadrilateral the segments joining.the

Midpoints of the opposite sides bisect each Other. .(Hirit: Use.

Problem 3)

- - -- - --

15

9

4
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c

a non -cot rM4 drilateral:

lice. F;

H are Midpoints 411e

,..

respective ,si
_

(a,,Ituw diagonal

AWha.t, can yatisayiabout

-4-4
HE : 111). and GF?

(b) Why is HE =,GF?

(0 Why is HEFG a pRtllelOgNEm?,

A.

e

a

27-4: .Combining Paral ieAd Pe'rpendicUlarlielations n Space.

In this section we would like to have you think about the relation-

2

0

ships among parallel and perpendicular lines and planes in spaA. ,.;You should
a

use familiar objects around you, such bbxes, buildings, rooms, etc., .to

-4:elp you to visualize thedifferent'sit tions. Draw sketches when-they

appear to be needed to clarify the relationships. Be,sure that you hate

looked atre4tuation in several drifferent ways be'ore you decide that a

statement ds ALWAYS, SOMETII;d2S, or NEVER true.

'° Is it possible to have a line perpendicul r to just One of two .

Tara141 fines.? For example, suppose that we are given-two parallel lines,,

/ and /2-

Is it posSible ty have a line, AB, perpendicular to /1, but not perpendic4-

lar to .12? Look at .thefo'llowing. drawing and state what must be true about

AB sairthat AB. will also be perpendicular to £2 (We know that .el and .

determine a pkne.)
.



What can we conclude about a line perpendicular to ope of two parallel

plan4t? Plane; m 11 plane n and AB I. plane ..(Recall] that two planes

are pE4.8.11e1 if their intersection is the empty set.)

If AB intersects plane ,xt will

Let's draw any plane, P,

containing AB. It will intersect

plane m in EF and.plane n in

endicular to plane n?

411.41D

CD. What relationship exists

between CD :and EF? Why? 'Since

AB is petpendicular to EF at, 0,

can we-conclude that AB-.is

pendicular to CD? Does this mean

that we can conclude that AB is

perpendicular to plane n? Can you

draw another plane through AB?

How wll this help to decide whether
,

AB 1 n or riot?

17. 21
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Exercises

(.Clas's Discussion)

whether the .following statements are ALWAYS, SCHETIMES,'ooriAnir true (111- ,,'-':

space. Give some brief ai.gument which supports each conclusion.:,.. Draw some

After 'thinking about the situations discussed.

...

I

I

J
v

sketches to help you decide.I.(Problems 1-4.)

1

1. If two Ilines are paralleI;i then a thir?i line perPendicular to one of

the'two para.k/el lin
1

s. ieperpendicular to the other line.
. .

,

2. If a thi* plerne intersects two parallel planes, then. the lines of

intersection will be parallel. A

V
34. : If_two planes are perpendicular to

I

are parallelk.

If two planes are

then the o p ane is perpendicular to the same line,

the same line, then the two plane

parallel and one plane is Terpendicular to a line,

5. In tie above picture of a corner of's .room:

(a) Identify a part of a plane that appears to be perpendicularitio

CB.
b

t4

(b) Does the''plane identified in part (a) appear to be perpendicular

to any other line in the drawing?

) is there a line in the diawing. whidh appears.to be parallel to

CB? If so,- name it

18

..22



(d) _If the plane that'contains the front wall is perpendicularto

bB, will the plane always be pexpendicularto,all lines parallel

to CB/

In the drawing of the corner of a room:

(a) Name a line in,the front wall that is perpendicular to TB.

..

(b).:: Name a line in the side wall that is perpendicular to' TB.
..,.

...
.

. .

(6) Two lines perpendicular to the same line are (ALWAYS, SOMETIMES,
----,..

or NEVER) parallel. \.

7. In the drawing of the corner Of a roam:

(a) Name two lines in the front wall that are perpendicular to the

plane containing th6 side wall.

(b) Name a line in the floor that is perpendicular to the side wall,

(c) All of the lines, perpendicular to a given plane (ALWAYS,

SOMETIMES, or NEVER) lie in the same Inane.
.

(d.-). All of the lines perpendicular to a given plane are (ALWAYS;

or NEVER) parallel to each other.

In the drawing of the corner of a room:

(a) Does the piane containing the front wall appear to be perpendicu-

Jar to'`Tifil?-

(b)W\_ ouldj'you.eXpeat the plane containing the back wall also to be

perpendicular to Rh",

) TWo differeep planes, both perpendiCular to the same line, are

(ALWAYS, SOMETIMES, or NEVER) parallel.

9. In the drawing'of the corner of a. room:

(a) Is the plane containing thefront wall perpendicular to the

floor?

(b) Is the Plane containing the side wall perpendicular to the floor?

c) Two different planes, both perpendicular to the same plane are

(ALWAYS/ SOMETIMES, or NEVER):parallel.

10. In the drawing of the corner.of a room:

(I) Would you normally expect the-front and back wall to be parallel?
,

4
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(b)'' Does the side wall appear to be'perpendiculaT to theont.tirall?

(c) If the front and back wall areparaltrand the side wall is

perpendicular to the front wall, the back whl will (ALWAYS,'

SOMETIMES, or NEVER) be perpendicular to tlie'side wall.

\
.Me can summa ite these relationships in the fcillowing manner. You

should be.chutioned not to try to memorize these relationships'but to estab- .

lish them intuitively using convenient pictures of the situations as the need

arises.

If two%planes are parallel
7

two lines are parallel

then

C

\\.
. .

one plane.issometimes

parallel to the other

plane.

'

.

one line is always

parallel to or

identical with the

other line.

a. line [ to . .

...,'

-

aApe i to .
?.

; t,'

one plane is always

perpendicular to the
ci.

other plane.

. one line is some-

times perpehdicular.

to the other line..

-...

a plane 11 to . . . one plane is sometimes

parallel to the other

131.ane.

one line is some -'

times parallel to

the other line.

/

a plane 1 to . one plane is always .

.perpendicular to the

other plane. .

ine is alwaysone line
-

perpendicular to the

other line.

20
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Exercises 27 -4b -

Fill in the following chart with phrases'like the ones in the previous

chart.. Use a Arawing'like a room or a box to help visualize the)relation-
.

ships.'
,,,r-,

If.

two planes.are-
.

perpendicular

two lines are
perpendicular

then'
.46,

1. a line II to . .

2. aline i:to . . .

,

3. a planet to ..

4. a plane 1 to . . .
a

We know that the relation of equality between real numbers possesses

the following three properties.

For any real numbers a,' t, and c

(1) a = a

(2) If a = b, 'then b.= a (Symmetric property)

(3) If a = b," and 't = c, then a = c (Transitive property).

Consider the lines 21, 22' and ii, and'the parallel relation. Is the

(Reflexime property)

Parallel relation reflexive? That is,-

for any line.
.

21, is

In order to answer this question we ave tQdecide whether a line is parallel

to itself. , It is desirable to h a number equal:to itself, and a line seg-
...

ment congruent to itsqlf.- Th e relations are quite useful Is the same

.true for the parallel relation? For our purposes., th answer is "no".. We

will assume that a line cannot be parallel to itself and hence the parallel

relation for lines. is not reflexive. We remind you that we,could have decided!

otherwise, and proceeded just as well on that basis.

21
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Ts the parallel relation for lines symmetric? That is,
i ' .....

for any'lines 21. arid .22, if 21 102, then is 22

We can.appeal to 'our intuition and l k at parallel liriesin a room,.
or consider the definition of paralle nes. In either case you should.
conclude that the parallel ,relation" for lines is symmetri.e.

Is the parallel relatlom for Lines transitive?' That is,

for any three distinct lines 2321, I2' and if I
and q2 I I 23, then 2 H

Look at the two paralleljines drsCi.r,intithe :plane of this page.
.. t

122

O

Can you hold a pencil, in space, so that it is parallel to 22, bin not
parallel to 21?

.
We could, of course,- prove formally that the parallel

relation for three.distinct lines is transitive, but it should be easy for
you to' see i±tuitively that this is the case.

Eziercit es 27-4c

1. Does the perpendicular relation for three arbitrary lines I 22,
and

3
have the following properties in space?

(a) Reflexive? For any line 2;, is 211210
(b) Symmetric? For any lines and 22, if 2

22 2.13

(c) Transitive? For any three lines '21, 22, and 23, if
1 22, and 22 1 23' is 21 1 23 ?

2. Does the parallel relation for three arbitrary planes, p1, p2, and
1p

3
have the .following properties?

(a) 'Reflexive?

22
4
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(b) - Symmetric?

(c). Transitive?

3. Does the. perpendicular relation for three arbitrary planes,sp1,

and p3 have the following properties?

(a) Reflexive?

(b) Symmetric?

(6) .Transitive? 7fT

4. Is the.congruence relation for triangles ieflexive? symmetric

transitive?

Are vertical lines sometimes, always; or never parallel?

Are horizontal lines sometimes, always, or never parallel?

Axe's of Symmetry

V

P21

4

'What is the image of this figure

for the reflection in 2?

Since the figure is invariant

the reflection in you, recall. that

line 2 is .called the axis of symmetry

for the figure.

We say that the figu4 e is symmetri-

cal with respect to 2. Does this

figure have any other axes of symmetry?'

The concept of symmetry provides us with another very important tool.

for analyzing geometric figures.

Exercises 27-5a

(Class Discussion)
bf

1. Formulate a definitidnof an axis, of symmetry of a geopetric figure.

When is a geometric figure symmetrical with respect to a line?

23
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A

2. (a) Show how you would find an

axis of symmetry for the

segment AB .

(b) How Many axes of symMetry

does a segment have? Explain.

(c) How many axes of symmetrY does a line have? Describe. them.-

3. (a) Show how you would find an

axis of symmetry for LBAC.

Justify your answer.

(b) How many axes of symmetry

does an angle have?

4. (a) Draw figure consisting of two nori-collinear segments .AB and

5..

which have. a common endpoint' A.

(b) W this figure has an axis of symmetry, what Must.be:true about

segments AB and AC.?

(c)' What must be true abbut the points B and C?

(a) Draw a triangle which has exactly one axis of symme1

(b) What kind of triangle must it be?" Explain.

(c) Describe the location of the axis of symmetry.

From.the exercises above we see that two points haVe one and only one

axis of, symmetry', the perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining the

two points. If .A a Al are any two points in a plane, then we can refer

to Al.- as, the image of 'A in the axis of symmetry .2, and conversely.



Exercises 27-5a

Copy the following figures on your paper and draw all of the axes of

symmetry that you 'can find in the plane of the paper. If there is-none

state this fact. (problems 1-21).

7.

10..

2.

5

3

8.

-1
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13.

16.

1

17..

1

20.

15.

18.

'21.

Draw'a triang e which has. 2 axes of symmetry. If a triangle has

2 axes of mmetry then must it have 3 axes of symmetry? Explain.

J. DraW a quadrilateral which has.exactly one axis of symmetry and

which is

(a) kite-shaped.

(6) a trapetoid.

24. Show that there are two kinds of quadrilaterals which have exactly-

,
two axes of symmetry.

25. What kind of quadrilateral has exactly four axes of symmetry? Draw

an exasple and show the four axes. .

4b 7



27-6. Rotational Symmetry

In the equilateral triangle ABC shown.below, the dotted lines

intersecting at 0 show its three axes of symmetry.

B
-

ry

Consider the rotation witti;,' enter

at b defined by the curved arrow.

A C

Therefore this figure is invariant for this rotation about 0.

The image A A'B'C' fall?-exactly

on A ABC such that A' is located

at C. Where at'e BT and 'CI

located?

Definition. A figure which is invariant fori a rotation about 0

that is less than a full. turn is said to. have rotational

symmetry about 0.

Rectangle. ABCD is shown bel w with its two perpendicular axes of

120--

B

V mmetry 1
1

a n d 1
2

intersecting

at 0.

For a rotation.of a half turn

about 0, describe how the image

rectangle 15A2B2C2D2 falls on the

original' rectangle ABCD by telling

where the pointj Al, _BT, C', and

A D D2 are located.

Now_consider the reflection in point 0. Again the image rectangle.

A2B2C2D2 coincides. with .rectangle ABM. The image B' is located at

D because 0 is the midpoint of BD. Likewise the image C2 is located

at A. Where are .A2 and D' located?

/ Notice that the image of rectangle ABCD for a rotation ofa half
111

turn abut 0 is the same as the image of rectangle ABCD for a reflection.

in This was to be expected since we found in, an earlier chapter that

a re ction in a point 0 and a rotation of a half turn about.the same.

point 0 result in the same rigid motion.

Definition. A figure which is invariant for a reflection in 0,

and therefore. is invariant for a rotation of a half turn

about 0, is:said to have central symmetry. 'Point 0

is called the center of symmetry` for the figure.

27
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Exercises 27-6a

(Class piscusbion) .E\

r.

1. In the definition, of rotational symmetry, why is it necessary to state

that.the rotation must be less than a full turn?
t

2. for tilt equilateral triangle. ABC- discussed at the beginning of this

section, desciibe another.rotation -of less than a fuTi turn, for which

the triangle is invariant.

3. Explain why an equilateral triangle has rotational symmetry but no

central symmetry and therefore no center of symmetry.

Explain why a figure that has central symmetry also has rotational

symmetry. 1

5. Suppose that a figure has two axes of symmetry /1 and /2 shown

below.that are perpendicular at point 0.

e')

We shall not draw the figure
lko,

but,'we shall use /1 and 2 to

form a coordinate system with Origin

at. and let P(x, y)' be any point

on the undrawn figure.

(a) Point P'( -x,Y) must be a

point on the figure. Why?

(b) Likewise P"(x,-y) must be

a'point on the figure. .Why? .

Showthat the coordinates of the midpoint of TT are

which is point 0.

(d) Point P" is the image of P for a reflection in 0.

Since. P is any point on the figure, and the image of P for

the reflection in 0 is also on.the figure,' tHeri 0 is-the

center of symmetry for the figure.

In summary, if a figure has two axes of symmetry which are

perpendicular at a point 0, then 0 is the center of symmetryIVA

,jJN

(0,0)

for the figure.

t,



Exercises 27 -6b

Which of the following Figures have rotational symmetry? Copy the

figures that do, and show with a curved arrow a rotation of less than

a full turn for which the f,igUre

(a)

is invariant.

29
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2. Which of the following figureshave central symmetry? Copy-the.figures

that have central symmetry And locate each center of symmetry if one

e4sts.

(a) (b). (c).

(d) (e)

(g) (h)

(f)

Given a parallelogram

..(a) Is the given figure

symmetrical about a point?

If so, locate tatpoint.

(b) Is the figure symmetrical

about a line?" If So.,

locate that line

(c) If a figure has central symmetry, must it have

30
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4. .Draw a rhombuS that is not a square and draw its two perpendicular

axes of symmetry. The intersection of the axes should be the center

of symmetry. Show that this is true.

5. In Exercis which of, the regular polygons have central symmetry?

If So, how y sides do they have? (Remember that regular polygons

are.p ygons with congruent sides and congruent angles.) Are theze

any'regular polygons in Exercise 2 that do-cnot have central symmetry

but do have rotational symmetry? If so, how many sides do tf have?

Discuts.

27 -7. The Symmetry of Figures in Space.

Points P and PI are said to be symmetrical with respect to plane

ms if they

(1). lieftnopposite sides of plane m;

(2) lie on the same perpendicular line to plane m; and

(3) are equidistant from plane m.

That is, plane M is the perpendicular bisector of PP'.

A transformation of space into itself which assigns to each point P

the point P3 symmetrical to P' about some plane m is called a
-

symmetry about the plane.

A figure is said to, be symmetrical with respect te) a plane m if it

is transformed into itself by a reflection of space in this plane. In the

above drawing, plane, m is called the plane of symmetry of the figure.
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Figures in spaceirCan also be symmetric with respect to a line or a

Line .2 and point. 0 are called, the axis of symmetry and center of

symmetry of the figures respectively. If P and P' are symmetric points,

then 2 is the perpendicular bisector of PP', and 0 is. the midpoint

of PP'.

:Exercises 27 -7

(a)

). Regular Tetrahedron

1. In each of the above figures, .how many planes of symmetry are there?

2. In each of the above figures, how many axes of symmetry are there?

In each of the above figures, how many points.are there that are

centers of symmetry?
32
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4. The figures below shoW a cube .cut'by a plane in several different

ways. Indicate in-Which cases the cube is symmetric.with-TespeCt to ,

the plane.

(d) (e)

BRAINBUSTER:, Find all of the axes of symmetry of a cube.

(Hint: There are 13.)

27-8: Prisms and Cylinders

-Let m and p. be two parallel planes, R a region in plane m,

and 2 a line intersecting both planes.

33'.
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The set of all line segments AP,. where A is in region R,

A' is in plane p, and :AA/ is paralle to line .2

called a cylinder.

is a solid region

Line 2 is called the directrix of the cylinder, R and RI are the

lower and upper bases respectively, and the distance between plane p

plane m is the altitude.

and

If I is perpendicular to m then the tylinder..is called a right

cylinder, otherwise it, is an'oblique cylinder. We name certain common solids

in the following way:

If region R, is

(a) a polygonal region.

(b) a parallelogram region

(c) *triangular region

. (d) a square region

(e) a circular 'region .

then the solid is

a prism,

a parallelepiped,

a triangular prism,

a square prism,

a circular cylinder.
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The following drawings are representations of some common solid

'figures.

oblique vism triangular prism

C

parallelepiped

right circular
cylinder

35

rectaN1.11ar
parallelepiped

right prism

oblique circular
cylinder

39
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Exercises 27-8a

(Class Discussion)

1. If we define a lateral edge of a prism as segment AA' where A

is a vertex of the base of the prism, then are:

(a) all lateral edges of the prism parallel? Why?

'(b) all lateral edges of the piism congruent?

If we define a lateral face of a prism as the union of all segments

PP' for which P is a point in a given side'of the bathe, then:

(a) are all lateral faces parallelogram. regions?

(b) are all lateral faces congruent regions?

3. What kind of regions are the, lateral faces of a right prism?

If we define the lateral surface of a prism as the- "union of j.ts

lateral faces, then:

I

(a) find the lateral area of a rectangular Parallelepiped of

length 5, width 4 and height 3;

(b) find the lateral area gf a cube with edge 6;

.,
(c) find the total area of a cube with edge 6.

We find it'quite useful to define a cross section of a prism. For

'example, such a definition will enable us,to-develop in a later chapter.

some notions of measurements associated with solids.

36 4:0
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Definition. 'A cross section of a prism is the intersjction-i

of the prism and'a pline parallel to the plane

oft/IR.base.

In the drawing above, plane- r is ParTallel to the plane of.the base,

plane m,-and at h distance. h aboVe plane m. . Region C is a cross

section of the prism pictured above.

Exercises 27-8b

(Class DiscussiOn

7. Are the upper and

Ea

.

1., Let the triangular region ABC

be the base of a Prism, and DEF

a crops section. Is AD 11 to BE?

WhyI

2. Is DEll'ABI Why?

3: Quadrilateral ABED is "a

parallelogram. Why?

4. AB .Z DE . Whk?'

5. Quadrilaterals ADFC and BEFC

-are parallelograms. .Why?

6. Q ABC 714 Q DEF. Why?

lower bases of a triangular prism congruent? Do

they have the same area?
'5

Do the cross sections of a given prism '1..taVe, the same area? Why?

We should be able to conclude from the previous exercises that

all cross sections.of a triangularyrism are congruent to the base of

the prism. It is possible to cut up the base ofsany polygonal prism

into triangular regions,and hence any prism can be cut up into

triangular prisms Whose bases-are the triangular regions..

H



2779.. Summary

Sectibn,271.

. A region is called a convex region if for any two point's of the

region the line segment joining thosestwo,points lies entirelywithin

the region. The diagonalp ofa convex quadrilateral intersect in the

interior of the quadrilateral arid the line that containseither

diagonal separates the other two vertices so that they lie in opposite:

half-planes bounded by

Section 27-2.T

Quadrilateral ABCD is

a parallelogralA if,

(1) AB andand'

TB t

( ) AC and 'BD bisect

'each other,

or (3). AB DC and :AD Z. BC.

We can illustrate in the'folldwing way the relationships betWeen

the common quadrilaterals.



_

In the previ6us drawings, if a figure is contained in the interior of .

..another figure, then it will have the same properties as the enclosing

figure plus some new characteristics.

Section 27-3.

If-three or more parallel lines cut off congruent segments on

one.transvrsal, theh they' cut off congruent segments on any trans-

ve'rSalj

.The above theorem enabled us to develop a construction method

.for dividing a segment into any number of congruent parts. Also we.

were able to show that a line through the midpoint on one side of a'

triangle and-parallel to a second-sidepasSedthrough tIzejtidpoint of

the 'third side. ,e

Section 2774.

RelatiOnships between parallel and perpendicular lines and Plaries
_ .

are numerous. It.is not practical to try
4
to memorize these relation-

.

ships, but one can uSe physical models to help visualize them.

However, you should not regard these, models as final proofs LIS\ru

should be paiitiouS about "jumping to conclusions" op ,he basis of a

'single diagram.

The parallel and perpendicular.relationships between three
NAA,

.

distinct lines or three distinct planes are not reflexive. and the
.

.

. ,

perpendicular relationships are not,transit, ive.. -All of the relation-
o .

ships are symmetric.

Section 27-5.

If a geometric figure has an axis of symmetry,.thetthis means

that the figure is.invarlant fOr a reflection in. that line.
, . -710

An axis ormmetry of a figure is the perpendicular bisector

of the line segments joining every point and its image fora reflectiOn

/about. that axis.

Section.27 -6,

"A figure which is. invariant for a.rotation that is less than

full tur out a point 0 is said to have rotational'sYmmetry

about 0 \)
_ ,
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4 .

A figure which .is invariant for a rotation o half turn about

a.pdint 0. is said to have central symmetry. Cen To ymmetry-is

just a special case of rotational symmetry.
.

Regular polygona with an even nuMber'of sides haVe qpntral

iYmmetrY. Regular polygon's with an odd number of sides have rotational

symmetry, but not central symmetry.

Section 27-7.
?+

Two points ,P and PI are said to be symmetrical.with respect

to plane m if plane m is the perpendicular bisector of- PP2'..

A geometric figure, in space, is symmetrical with respect to a

'plane m. if it is invariant in a reflection in plane m.

A figlare in space can algo be symmetric with respect to a.line

or a point.

Section 27-8.:

A cylinder is a solid region formed.by a region R in one: plane

and the set of all parallel line segments AA- ' , where A is in R

and A2 is in a'secondplaneparallel,,to the first plane. Thaline

segments 'AA' are all parallel to'a given line, 2, called the

- :directrix of the Cylinder.

Certain cylinders are given common names depending on the shape

of the region R. If R is a convex polygonal regibn,, then the

solid is called a prism. If. '170. is'a circular region then he solid

is called a circular cylinder.

A cross section oA 'a prism is the intersection of thaprism and

a plane parallel to the plane of the base.' The area of a cross

section of a prism is the same as the area of the base.
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Chapter 28

MEASUREMENT.

28-1. Introduction. What Ith Measurement?

Modern science dates from Galileo (1564-1642)-who stated its program

. in the following words: "Measure that which is measurable and make measurable

that -which appears not to bv16-'"He followed his own advice bAmeasuring the

Speed of a falling body and of motion down an inclined plane, and the speed

of sound. He also invented a thermometer to measure how hot or cold an

'object is. PreViously.no one had thought of measuring temperature. Galileo's

pupil, Torricelli, showed how to measure atmospheric pressure; and shortly

afterward, Boyle measured the "spring of the air," (the pressure of an

enclosed volume of air). Galileo also tried; but.without success, to measure

the speed of light. His. successors had better luck. 4

Today we measure the wavelength of light of a given color, the charge
.

'on an electron, and the half-life of.a radioactive element - -to give a few

examples.

It is clear that the idea of measurement is an important °Me. In the

present chapter we shall take a good look art'it. At firstWe shall be con-

terned.with measurements of lengths, areas, and volumes, because they are
,..,

simpler than others and because they are fundaAntal to other measurements,

Later we shall consider different types of measurement.

Before getting down to business it will be useful to .recall some of

the facts about measurement with which yOu are familiar.

If you ask someone to measure the lerigth.Of a table, what kind of an

answer do you e:,.-.)ect? Something like 5 feet, or 2 yards, or perhaps

54 inches. The answer, you notice, Consistsof two parts: a number, like

5, 2, or 54; and a word, like feet or yards, that tells you what unit is

"being used. .If you received the answer "5" you would ask "5 what?"

kLet us. get our language straight. That'which.is to be measured is

4called a quantity. In.the example, the quantity is length. The result is

called a measurement. As we have,said, when We_ report this result we use a

number arid a word. The number is called the measure. Thus 5 feet is a

14-1
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measurement. The measure is 5. The word "feet" gives the unit of meaSure.
O

'What eXactIy.is a unit? It is an example of the quantity to be

measured to which we .agree to give the number 1.. If we wish to measure

lengths
(
of line segments, we ;choose a particular line segment and call its

length' 1. If we wish tb measure areas sf plane regions, we chdose a

particW1r region and label its area 1., To measure volumes we use a

particular unit of volume. The .unit that-We choose is in each case a matter

of convenience. For example, We may measure length in inches, feet, yards,

or miles (English sWem), or in centimeters, meters, or kilometers (metric

system). Scientists Ordinarily use the metric .system in their work. In

everyday life English-speaking people are more likely to use the Englis

system. Whichever system we use, we usually choose such a unit that in

measurements to. be performed, the measures will be number's that axe nei

too large nor too small". We do not measure the distance from New York to

Chicago in inches, feet, or yards.
sti

You would not measure'the.length of you

.nose....iti yards or miles.

Of course you can make up your own units. But in that case yo

have a little trouble in making other people understand w your 'measurements -

mean. It is a little like making up Your own language

Let us choose thesegment shown

as a unit of length. As accurately as

-we could draw its this matches a standard

inch. How do we use this unit to measure thelength of ob ect like a

table? We plade-copies of the unit end-to-end and see h w ma .y of these

copies are required to reach from one .end Of the table t the ther. We

count units. Of course, we usually

will not-get an exact fit. We may

discover, for example; that the
10

length is between 53 .and 54

inches. If this approximation

is not goOd enough, we can sum

divide our unit and use a quartil inches as a new unit' (or inch or
1

inch). All actual physical measurements are approximations. Approximations .

to what? To an ideal that we imagine. Inthe case of length we imagine that

tlie table has a real length whtch our measurements approxiMate. In our

imagination we replace the table by a model which has'an exact length. Is

there in reality such a length?. This is the sort of question that we have

20 0
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learned not to ask. We do knoW that if We think of the world in terms of

models which correspond to sharp mathematical concepts, we manage to give a

satisfactory account of our experience which is simple enough for human

beings to understand. We also know that these models allow us to deal

effectively with the physical world.

Check Your Reading

What, is the difference between a measurement and a measure?

Illustrate.

12. What name do we use for anything that can be measured?

4
,3. Of what two parts does a measurement consist?

4. . What do we mean by a unit?

5. Suppose that a quantity cannot be measured with satisfactory accuracy

in terns of a given it. What can we do-to increase the accuracy

of reporting the measurement?

Exercises 28=1

1. Jame at .least 5 quantities other than lengthtarea,.volume,

'pressure and temperature. State a unit of measure for each

2. Name 5 .units of lengthin the metricisystem.. What are the relatiOns

among them?

28-2.

Name 5 different units of length in tv English system. Expresseach

of them in terms of 1 foot..

Measuri the lerigth of your schoolrbom in paces. Compare your result

with that of the other pupils'ih your class: Explain why it is

importantto.establish a set.,of standard "weights. and measures."

CoMpare with the reasons for adoptinga standard currency.

Measurement and Calculation

To measure area, a natural unit to choose is a square region with-one

unit of length on a side; examples

of such regions are a square inch,

a square foot, or a .square meter: 1".

1"

1 sq. in.

4'.7"



A rectangular region with

side's 3" and 2" has the area

6 square. inches because.it can .

be covered exactly. without over- on

lapping by six square-inch units,.

We can think of these units as

tiles. /

It would be tiresome to

find the area of a rectangle with

the dimensions 13" by 27" by

counting squares. ,'We'Can of

course replace counting.by a simple multiplication giving 13 X 27 sq. in.

That is, we calculate the area.' As you know, if a and b are rational

numbers, the area of any rectangle with sides a and b units is simply

a Xc.b square units. .We snail assume that this area is correct even if a

and b. are irrational numbers.

In the case of volume, a natural unit is a cube with one uni. t of

length on a side; examples of units of volume are one cubic inch, one cubic

foot, or one cubic meter. In simple

cases, the volume of a box with

dimensions a, b, and c length'

units can be found by counting

unit cubes. Usually it is much

easier to calculate the volume,

V cubic units, by using the

formula:

1 cubic
inch

V ='abc.

This result iaaasily seeiito Abe

valid if a, b, and c are any

positive rational .numbers. It i8 .4tr**ITD

dimensions are irrational, actually mR13%ig ?
.7"

a way that this

Xii.:more of the

numbers in such
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What can we do if the plane

figure is not a rectangle or if the

solid figurefie not a boX? What,

for example, can we do about a 7

right triangular region? We

cannot tile it with unit

squares. IN

Let us ask ourselVes what properties area ought to have if it is to

agree with our idea of it. Let us assume that a:unit haS been chosen. It

seems clear that we should make the following requirements: (1) Two congruent

regions shall'haVe the same area. If, for example, we make an exact copy.of

a triangular region, the area Shpuld not change. (2) If we join a region

RI to a region R2_ so that there is

no overlap, then the area of the .

combined regiOn.shall be the sum of

the areas of R
1

and

Let us apply these t4,cti
--...

properties of axes. to the prcitilem

of finding the area of a. right

triangular region.

v-
Whatever the area of A ABC

may .be,an exact duplicate of A ABC

will have the same,area Now.if we

place. the copy of A ABC in the

4
proper p ition, we obtain a,

rectangle whose area measure. is.

known to b,e b X a. Then area

(ABC) + area (ABD) = b X a and
--

2 area -(ABC) = b X a. We conclude

therefore that the triangular

region must have the area measure

4
(b X a).'

A

This result.ls commonly stated

as follows: The area of a right
1

'triangle.1S 2
the base times the

altitude.' This is not. strictly correct.

45
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In'the first place, "right triangle" here really means "Mght triangular

region". Secondly "base" means "length of base", Finally, the statement

should include a referenae to.units; The precise statement might read: 1'

If the base of a right triangle has a length, of b units

and the altitude has a length of a units, then the area

of the triangular region is A .squa2e units where

A =
1
kb X ).

Since it complicates speech to, talk in this way, we shall often use the

simpler for.of expression as a kind of mathematical slang. When it is

necessary you should be able to translate the slang into proper language.

Since any triangular region is
.

the union of two right triangular

regions, its area is easy to find.

From this point on it is easy to

find.the area of any polygonal

region by cutting it into triangular

/ regions. However if the boundary
f

of the plane regi n is curved (in

whole or in part), the problem of

finding the area is more difficult.

The most important problem-of this

type is the case of a circular

region.

r.
For solids the situation is somewhat similar. We assume that congruent

solid fig1.4res have the 'same volume ,;,and that tle volumes o1 nonoverlapping.
4r

regions are added to find the volume of combined regions. If the solids are

bOunded by polygonal plane faces, it is possible to subdivide them into
1,

pyraMids; and the volume of a pyramid y base time Altitude) can be .found

by elementary methods.% However, if the boundary is even partly curved, the

)oluMe problem is.More difficult. Examples of solidsWith curved boundaries

are cones, cylinders, and spherical balls. It turns out that the idea of

average, studied in Chapter 25, comes to bur rescue and enables us to find

quite easily many areas and volumes which 'used to seem difficult. We shall

soon turn to these matters. However, it gill be helpful to discuss.first

the effect of changing our.unit of measure. We shall do this in the next

section.
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Exercises 28-2

Given that the area of a right

triangUlar.region is (bas%

X altitude), prove that in p,

any-triangle the area is

2
1 I
(base X altitude).

(Consider the two cases shown.)

2. From the result of EXercise 1 show that for any parallelogram, the

area is base X altitude.

(a) Show that the area of any trapezoid is the altitude times the

Sum of the bases.

(b) Show that'we can replace this result by the altitude tines the

length of"the segment which joins the pidpoints of the non-

parallel sides.

bl

Find the area of the isosceles trapezoidal region shown.
- ,



Y

Construct a pyramid of stiff paper or thin cardboard by following

steps (a) through (e).

(a) Draw square ABCD with each side of length 2 inches..

(b) Extend M to M so that CM = DC.

Extend ff to N so that CN =

Draw MB and ND.

(c) Extend to to P so that BP = BM.

EXtend CD to Q so that DQ =-DN.

Draw AP and AQ.

(d) Cut out polygon APBMCNDQ..

Score and .fold on segments AB, BC, CD and: DA.
. -

.(e) Scotch tape. CM to CN, DN to DQ, BM to .AQ to AP.

O

18.

5 2



By combining three pyramids like the'one Constructed in Exercise 5,

show that a cube of side s

may be cut into three congruent

pyramids.: (Hint: In each

pyraMid the altitude'pesses

through one corner of the

'base as shown.) Thus 'show

that

V =
3
a3

without assuming the known

result of any pyramid is

1 (area of;base) Xaltitude.
3

7. Given that the area of a square

is the square of its side and

that congruent figures have the a

same area. Use, the following

figure to prove that the area

of a rectangle must be b R b

base X altitude .(b.X a).

Hint: Rewrite '(a + b)2 as

the sum of three terms.

'Associate the terms.connected by.pIus signs with areas on the figure.

a

28-3. Measurement Functions'

It will add to our understanding if we think of measurements as

functions. Fqr each measurement function,' the inputs are objects which have

the property that we wish to measure (a quantity like-length, area, v lume,

weight). The outputs are non-negative realnumbers.

For example; consider the function f that measures the length of

line s-cgments in inches f. segment -)length measure --in inches.



.The real number 1 is the output when the input is the unit segment,

. We show this as follows:

Putting segments together end=to-end, we have

and so on:

and

1

By subdividing the unit segment we have such results as

1

2
2

3

0

In general "addition" oT.segments corresponds to addition of the real number.

outputs (measures). Thus, if

and .

R. then

x +y.

Similarly for areas we can introduce the function

g : plane region >area measure in square inches.

Then the, unit square as input gives the measure 1 as output. That is
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Also

and so orr.

If
and

then

a.

7,4

For a rectangular region R as inputywe hs.ye:

A T. b

B El.,

s X b

For a triangular region. T



;6,

e

Moving into space we.hale the functign 'h

h : space reg.ion volume- measure tin .eubic inches.
3lb

t va

4.

$74

Exercises 28 -3

Draw'arrow diagrams like those in the text

function fassigns'an output. ('measure) for

1. The perimetCz;of triangle, T.
. 4

2. The perieieter
4
of rectangle' R.

t.

3.
4

'A diagonal of rectangle 'R.
1

4. The pere1er of a trapezoid..

5. The d4agonal ohe unit square.

6. The diagonal of the' unit c*te.

4

to illustrate hOw the
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Draw arrowidiagrams like those in the text to illustrate how-the

function g assigns an'output (measure) for

7. The area,of'a trapezoidal region.

-8. The surface area of a uhit cube.

9. The surface area of a box with dimensions a, b, and c.

10. The surface area of the triangular prism obtained by cutting a solid

cube by a plane. through two oppOsite edges.

Draw arrow diagrams like those in the text to illustrate how the

function. h assigns, an output (measure) for

lct11. The vOlUme of a cube whose side measures 2. inches.

4,
L2. The vollime Of a pyramid'with square base one inch on a side and an

1
altitude of 1 inch. (Use for the volume; area of base times

0 3

altitude.)

13. The volume of a pyramid whose altitude measures 2 inches and whoe

"reetangular.base measures 3 inches by 4 inches'.

ChangiWnits and Some Consequences

Suppose that we measure the height of.a door And..find it to be 6

feet. What is its height in inches? Since -a unit of 1 foot can be sub-

divided into 12 units of 1 inch, the answer is

6 X 12 inches =-72 inches.

The measure in feet is multiplied by 12 to obtain the measure in inches.

What is the effect on area.
medoUres? That is,- when we change

..,from square feet to square inches

what hapiAnSeto the Measure? . Since

there-are..12 X 12 = 12
2

. .

square inches in a square foot,

aLa arcs measures-Are multiplied

by Ala.' Thus,,..fOr example,

a,
10 sqUarefeet.,,,K 10 X 144_

square"inches..

12

14-

to



We can write_ this

10 fpet2 = 10 X 144 inches2.

Moving onto volumes we easily see that a cubic foot consists of

12 X 12 X 12 = 123 cubic inches. Therefore

n cubic feet = 1728 n cubic inches,

whatever number n may be. More briefly

n ft.3 = 1728 n in.3.

Suppose that we wish to change length units from inches to centimeters.

It has been agreed' that

1 inch = 2.54 centimeters 1 cm.

exactly.:. Then

1 inch

1 in.2A= (2.54)2 cm.2 = 6.4516 cm.
2

3 .

and .
.

. 1. in.3-= (2.54)3 cm.3 z 16.387' cm.3

where we 'have approximated the last result to 'three decimal places

Hence

and

a in = 2.54 a cm,

c
b in

2 -.6.45 b cm
2

c in3 Z 16.39°C cm3
1:,

Where approximatiOns to 6,4516: and 16.0/ have been chosen for convenience

. %

We may wisJ to go in the opposite dii'ection, that is, change from the

,. ,... .

metric measure8to the cori:esponding English ones. Since
. ,

1 inch = 2.54 centimeters,

1

2.54
in = 1 cm,

and 1 cm z .3937 in

Then

and

2 1 2
(2 54)1 cm

1 cm3 (21503

.

in
2
z k.3937)

2
in

2
.155 in

2

n3.z (.3937 in3 Z in3.
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Exercises 28-4a

(Class Discussion)

AHow many feet are there in a yard?

A certain cube measures 4 yd on an edge.

(a) What ti the measure.-Ofan edge,in feet?

(b) What is the, surface area of this cube in sq yds? insq ft?

(c) What is the volume of the cube in cu yds? in cu ft?

(d) Compare by division the area measure in ft
2

with the area

measure in yd
2

; the :volume measure in ft3 with the volume

. measure An yd3 .

2. In any, Measurement,.if you change from.a larger unit to a smaller

unit, do the measures get larger or do they get smaller?

Let. us suppose that we make a measurement using a particular length

unit U. If.we change the unit ,U to a new unit u so that U = ku,

what effect does this have on the measures of length, area, and volume?

Our previous examples suggest that

(1) All length measures are multiplied by .*

(2) All area measures are multiplied by k2.

(3) All volume measures are multiplied by k3.

We have seen three examples of this principle: , Feet. to inches with

k = 12; inches to centimeters with k = 2.54; centimeters to inches with

kz .3937. We shall assume that the principle holds for all positive

---- numbers k and for all geometrical figures.. .

Let us apply this principle to the measurement of the area of a

circular region. First choose a unit

of length U .equal to the radius of

the circle. If the area. of the circle

As measured using a square U .on a
11117-7

side as a unit, the result is a

certain number less than )+ and

greate'r than 3. vThe name of this

number is n, pronounced pi.'
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In a later section we shall turn to the problembf calculating the number Tr.

For the moment, let-us imaginethat this problem has been solved.' What is

the area of the circular region if we choose such a unit of length that the

radius measures r units? The answer is simple. We take k = r in the

statement of our principle and conclude that the new area measure is

A = g r-
2

.

By this simple argument we can reduce our problem t the special case

where the radius is 1.

4

In a similar way, if we want the volume -of,,a-baIl.:Of-rOius r we

can consider the special case where:the radius is chosen as the unit of
,

length. If we can solve this special case, we can multiply the answer by

r3 to get the result when the radius i9 r length units.

It is clear that it is sufficient to 'find a length; an area, or a

volume for a single choice (U) of the unit of length. If this has been

done, we can use the fundamental principle.of length, area-and volume to find

the measures that -correspond to any other choice of the unit of length U.

It Is merely necessary to find the value or k so that U =oku.i.

Exercises *
t.

1. How many times as' much material does it take to makea

of radius one yard than one with radius one inbh?.

2. The surface

solid-!hemisphere
.

area of a sphere of radiUs 1 unit has theiMeabi2e 4x.:

What is the measure of surface area if the radius measures r?

If a person is given 4 square feet on which to stand and if the

,

populat on of the world is

it 'take 7 to allow the whole

About how many miles would

area?

3 billion, hOW many square m:,.es would

human race to stand all in one Up?

there be on the side Of a squE5t of this

4. Light travels in space about 186,000 mAes a second. A light-year

is the distance that light travels in a year. About how many miles

are there in a'lightvear? Take a year to be 365 days and round

off the number of seconds in a year to the nearest 100,000.

5. When a certain unit of length

is used, a cylinder is found

to have the following measures:

height 1, radius of base 2,

56
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area of base 4g, and volume 4g.

(a)' If the .unit of length is changed so that the height measures 5-

units, shoW'that according to our principle the radius now measures

10, the areas of base 100g, and the volume 500g.

(b) Show that in each case the volume equals area of base X.height.

When a certain unit of length.is used, acylinder.has the following

measures: height 1, radius of base R, area of base it R and

voluMe g R. If the unit of length is changed so that the height

measures h units, shOw. that'ihe areaof the base is still .g times

the square of the radius, and 'the volume is the area of the base times

the height.

28,5, Areas and Averages

Suppose that the graph of a

function f 'rises as x increases

from 0 to 1 and that the

y'-intercept is non-negative. We

wish to assign a number' A to

Measure the area of the region

below the graph and above the

interval [0,11. How shall we do

this/

A. 'We''Might begin by locating
2

the points
1
10 /.10 / 10 / .../ 10

on the X axis, and erecting

perpendiculars which. extend up to the

graph. :Let yl, 72, ..., y9 be the .

lengths; perpendiculars, that

ip, the values of the function at

1 .2.
-z- We call the

10 , 10 , 10'
Ordinate at 1 y10 since

1 10
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Now draw horizontal line segments as in Figure 2 so that ten rectangu-

lar regions are formed with heights Y1' Y2' ''' y10.
Each rectangle has

the width
1

10
.

Surely we shall wish the required, area to be less than the sum of

these rectangular areas. .Then.

1 1 1

10 Yl. 10 Y2 4- +10y10

or
+ + + Y10yl Y2

(1) A < 10

'Notice that the right side of the inequality is the average of the heights

of the rectangles. We shall call this an upper average of the function f

on the interval 4[0,11 : J

To obtain a lower average we,

draw horizontal line segments ad in

Figure 3 so as to form rectangles of

width 3315 and heights yo,--yi,

y9. ( Of course, y0 is the- ordinate

x = 0.) The total areas of these

::rectangles measures

1 1 1

15 Yo + 10 Yi + 15 Y

6, shall require that A be

rea.ter.. That is

0 1 2 ,8 9 1
.

10
< A 10 10 M. 10 To

Figure

:-tfie,2)*et the averages of the heights of the inner rectanglesw

I'M/eV; average of the function Af

tl) f2)...\* know that

on [0,11.

'.,... + y
z.', 9 < A <

y
1
+ y2 + ... +

,
10

10

,
&02s.,.ei;t qr...P,P1.11, tr1 4lity does .not tell us exactly how large A is..

W fil.i/YS :2:01lispi;i:imitaiiiiri.. ;
11 ow accurate is this approximation? The accuracy

fs : ino.84.4 :.;:t lie:*f I' i:epcq' between the upper average and the lower average.

58.
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If we subtract
0
+ y

1
+

10
9 from

Ylo
10 ;

what do we get? To do the subtraction we write these averages as follows:

( 1 1

10 Yl 10 Y2 10 79 10 Y
(Upper average)

(

+

1 (Lower average)
YO 10 Y1 10 Y2 t

+
10 Y )

10 110 7+.13..Y

-

-

.
The difference is

Y10
10

y
0

. It is the difference between the approximations:
: .

pictured in Figure 2' and Figure 3. This difference may also be pictured

the area of the shaded rectangle in-:Figure.4. It is the area of the rectangle

with heig* y10 y0
and width To .

yo

A
Y

.1.

Yio

0 9 1

Figure 4 In

Now. what we did was tbobtain upper and lower approximations by sub-

.dividing the unii intervals40,1] :'into 10 congrueq parts. We: could''

have chosen 100 congruent intervals ox 1000 or 1,000,000? To discuss

:all of these possibilities at once, let us assume that is.subdiVided

into, n congruent intervals, each of letigth.:11; The upper average is now

y + y +
Y

+ + +
I 2 n YO Y1

4
Yn-l_

and, the lower average is
.n n

and so the inequality (.3), 'is replaced by

YO "*.t Yn-1 1
+ + yny

< A <
n
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The difference between the two

averages is d =
Yn

n
YO

. The numer-
.

ator .y - y
0

is simply RQ. This

does not depend on the number n of

:subdivisions. But we can choose- n

enOugh so:that the difference

d is as small as we please.

We shall prove that there can

be only one number. A which satisfies

(4) forall positive integers n.

That is, there can be only one number

which is entitled to measure the area.

1
n.

1-1 1
Ti

Figure 5

For suppose, on the contrary, that there weretwo possible numbers,,a smaller

-Orie'h-say p, and a. larger one p + s (s Tor "something"), each of which

could be a value of. A. Then p' must satisfy (4) and'So must p 4 s. Then

their difference, (p + s) - p = s, is-positive and cannot exceed the

difference d between the two averages.

That is, we would have

.s <''Eg
n

for-all positive integers n. But s < 1L.tg J. true only if n < Lq..
. , s

ligIt is false if n > . Surely n can be choden,this large.

A number A which is between all lower averages
YO '". + Yn-1

.

y +...

n
n

b
, . . + y

n

and corresponding upper averages Will be 'called the average

of y over the interval L0,11 and
. . _

will be denoted by 'y. As we have.

seen, there cannot be more than one

such number y = A.

A geometrical interpretation

will make it reasonable to write.

A = y- . If we draw a horizontal, ine

at the height ST (see Figure 6), a

rectangle will be formed of base 1.

If.this rectangle 44 the 'sameares

as that under the graph;

1-Xy- =y= A. We may say therefdre

a.

Figure 6



that Sr represents that constant height whichgives as area equal to that

below the graph and above [0,1].

Exercises 28-5

1. Let the function f be given by

f : x

so 'that the graph is that of y = x. Find'the upper and lower

averagesof..y = x, for n = 10, on the interval .[0,1]. That is,

':put in the proper values of the y's in the ineqUality (3).

.Y0 Y1 "I.."' Y9
10 10

4- Y2 Yi0

You should find that .45 < A < .55. Hint: yl = el, y2.=

2.' Let f be' giver by

f : x"--> x
2

so that'the graph is that of Y =x2. Find the upper and lowe

averages y,= x2, for n = 10, on the interval [0,1], using.
,

.Y1 =-(a) 7. 100], y2 = l.2)
2
= .04,. and so on:::YOu should find

that

.285 < A < .385.

28-6. Some Special Cases

The .quEstion arises whether it is possible in practide to find the

upper and lower averages discussed in the'last section. Can we actually

,.find the precise value of A? The answer is that in Some:importgnspecial

oases this can be done very easily. If you go on in' mathematics; you will

findthat-tany other cases .can be.

:; treated effectively. We.shaU. be
..,,,re-

.

co 0 ed withonly two very simple
',i....ie7

ones-.

Example 1. To find the area

below the graph of.'.y =.X: and:abbve

the interval [0,1].



1
CT,Oeurse_we, know.the ahswer. For the triangle, A = IT .. -Nevertheless'

it will, be to-see how this. result appears as an average. Since

y = x, y =, and A = y becoMes A = x. We shall show that

''''' '''_For- n tsilbdiyisions, the upper average is_

But since, y " = ,x and

Y1 Y2 Yn
n

x
n

= 1, we have

+ x
2

+

1
X P",

The x valusikiare equally spaced,' Therefore the average is simply .

1 + x +1.
1 n 1 1

2 2 -2 `
f

Finally, then, the upper average is

-The. lower average is

y +
0

1 1+
2 2n

Yn-1
0 + x

1
+

'
+ x

n-1

Again the x's are equally spaced so the average is

0 + x
n-1

(1 -.!) j 1 1

2 2 2 2n

Therefore

(1)

What is the difference between the upper and lower averages?

The double inequality.(1) must be true for all positive integers n.

There is only one possible value of A. What is'this value? Certainly

.. 1
A In .fact

1. 1'<
2 2n < 2

1

2n

:1 1 1 1 1

2 2n 2 2n

for all positive integers n.

As we expected,. A = x =
1



;

Example 2. iThe nextcase.:-is.:mOre.:interesting because the result. IS;
2

Aew. We wish to obtain the area 'be oti the.parabola:. y and above the..--

unit interval [ 0,'1] . : Thib a res., is:.':

'

' measured by A = x2. Since-,

= K1)2,....1_ and
.J1 ' ' f 2

n w

2'
4 n

Y2 =2, '"'*/ Yn 2=
- n n

. the upper average
.

.

Yi +y2 4. + Y. n

This is

When

squares is

n

1.

1

2
n

we studied averages

(n 1)(2/1.4-

laarned that of the first.:

n n
, .

3 2

The uppei average. of x
2

5 times this that .is,'

n"

The lower average is
1

less than the upper average. It.is therefore,' ,

1 1.

3 2n 2'
6n

(2)

There can be only

solution is x
2

=

1 1

3 2n '
6n?

.

a 1 1 1+ < x,
2 < 1

+
1

2n 6n On

one solution of this double inequality.' Of course that

1

3



Exercises 28-6

In Example 1, what'are the upper and lower averages for .100 ',congruent:

sUbdivisions of :'['0,1]? for 10b0 -congruentsubdiyisions? Use

inequality (1) with-J-1.= 10 to chepk your answer for-:ExerCisei in

Exercises 28-5;

In Example 2, what are the upper and lower averages for 100 Congruent

subdivisiOn; of [0,1]? f*(5z. 1000. congruent subdivisions? (Write,

the 'results' in decimal form to .5 decimal-places.).

Find y = mx and show.tliat

thi.sigives the correct area

of the triangular region

OAB.

4. ,Find, y ='mx+ b and show

that this gives the correct

:area of the trapezoidal region
o

OABC.. s

. 5, "Find y in terms of x,..,..theh

find y. apdtompare the result

with the area of, tliarigular.

'region AOB. Why does this

result agree with,that.in
. .. -

F4ample 1 of,thi.6 saction?'

AN, re.



. We wish to find the area below,

the.graph of y = x3 and above

[10,11.

Y

y x3
.9

(a) Show that the upper average

for n eqUal sUbdiviaions
o .t

is

+ 23 + +n3

ri73:
. n

.

1 (. n(n

(Hint: In Exercise 2 of Exercises 25-7b you

:3
=)
n(n +.1)2

)

(b). Show that the upper average is equivalent to

-

Show'that.the ]_buex,average - +
n

.1
2

4/1

showed th0,

(c)

(d) What:is 'the required area?

28 -7. The ,Areasof a Circle

In Figure .7 we have drawn

. quarter of:a:circular region ,of.

radius. 1. Let A measure the

area of this. region. Then 11A

measures the area of the complete

circular region. Since the radius

..is 1, -4A is called 'Tr. How-can

we find the value of

1 Y2 y3

2n

0 1-
10

FigUre 7.

We can. think of. 'A as the averageyalue'of y over the interval

2 2'
[0,11, where x + y = 1, (why? See Figure 8).".

as 65
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. I.,

Unfortunately,'Unfortunately.we have no simple way ,
.. ,..,

2 .' P-s- 4
.

to average. 1 - x lip the methods

'.

. used to f4Idand x2. We must be

::eOntierit:.With apprOxildtions using ;M

upper averages and lower averages.. Figure

-In Figtei-e 7,' wee hav60'6Ut 'the .interval , .4,
4,

[0;1] into 10 sUbinter4ls' eaqh.of length 3÷.-0 , 'and we haveislrAWniten.,

. , rectangles whiCh enclose the quarter circle. From ,the figui-ethit-4*
,,V. 1. ... . ;..

1 +' yi + ..: +: Y9
'

i,e.

$
1.

A <
10:

. At,

seeVmiiarly from Figure'9 we

that

Y9 °

10.
)1.,t

:e-1,(We have included .0, the height

Of the .10th rectangle .sosa.a to have

10 'numbers to average.)
4

We put these two results together,

'and write

tr.

+2++9+O
.

1 + y1 9
< A

10 10

Figure

a

. .

The diffeFence between the upper and -lower av;ages'bis aim 10

To

example,,

use the double inequafity'we:)must calculate thevalues. For
,

.

'= = 11. _ '1

100 100,.q 10

From the table of square roots in Chapter 21, 9 ,9,95. Therefore

y z .995; Following this pattern, .we have calculated each of the 37;s

to three'decimdl places. -



= 995

= .980 .

y3 =4,40:954
3

= .916

y
5
...866

If we add and divide by 10 We;4tain tice lower. average ,726. The upper

average is .826 (.1 greater). a

y4.=:..800
u

. Y
7

= .71h

.Y8.= .600

Y9 = 436

We A improve the estithate

The?resultis .776. Let us see w

or .A by averaging' .726 and .826.

t is new average means gebmetrically.
_

Exercises 28-7a

(Class Discussion

We are averaging

* .." t Y9

10

.7,

This new swage can .be written

"4.t, AO 1 t1 + 711, 1 (Y1 .4. Y2

`.-' 10 N 2 i'.10\ 2,

1
+ + y9 +

10

1. What: region

measure

1 (1
. 10 2 ?

*
(See Figure 10.)

2. . What region has the

measure

2.

CY* Y2\

Y.

.10 2 .1Q 2
(Y8 Y91 y =if 0

do:

repre nt?

.1.0.

HoW carry()

area



5. L What total area doeb the required average (1) measure?

6. Is this area smaller or larger than the area of the quarter circle?

If you Have answered these questions correctly you will conclude that

.776 < A.

You will soon.discover in the exercises that

A < .793.

Therefore

and so

that is,

.776 < A < .793,

3.104 < 4A < 3.172;

/3:104 < n < 3.172.

We can get a closer estimate to It by Working`with a larger number

of subdivisieSns'of the unit intervali -say 20 or even 100. With patience

or a machine you would discover.that

4 L'.
3.1415 < Tc.<3.141o.

St"is possible to'obtaimmuch greater accuracy than this. In 1959,,

as: a training problem, it was calculated to. 10,000 decimals on an IBM

704 .computer. 'Time: 1 hour, 40 minutes. It has been said, "The mysterious

and wonderful is'reduced to a gargle thathelps.computing machines clear

theinthroats..-"*

Incidentally, it can be proved that It is'irrational. What does

this mean?

Exercises 28-7b°

1. Calculate 43, y5, y7 and y9 for Figure 9 and verify the results

given'in the text. Hint: Follow the method used in finding yl.

.* Philip J. Davis, "The Lore of Large Numbers," New. Nathematics Library, p. 74.
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In the figure, let P
1

be the
1

point on the circle above

P
3

the point above 10 and

so on to P
9

above
10

(a Copy this figure and ,draw

tangents .4o the circle'at

each of the points P1,

P3, P5, P7, and P9.

Cut 'off segments of these

tangents which lie above

the intervals [0,.2],

[..6,.8]
.1 9 1

and TO To To To To

(For example, DC is tangent to e circle at P,:r and DC
...

lies: above [4..,8).)

. (b) Fihd the measures.ofthe five trapezoidal' areas. (Hint: .QP7

. _

joins the midpqiints of the nonparallel sides of trapezoid ABCD.)

Show that the sum of the measures of the five areas, r. .793 and

that the total area is greater than the area of the quarter circlet.
(c)

28 -8. Volumes

The figure sho pyramid with

altitude. 1, with a square base of

. side 1, and the'vertex dire tly above.

one cqrner of the base:

Yoil,remember that three copies,

of this pyramid can be put together to

form a unit cube. It follows that

for the pyramid; V =

Let us look at this result with

fresh eyes'. If we slice the pyramid

by a plane parallel' to the base and,

at the distance 'x from the vertex, .

69

73

Figure 11

at,

a.



we;obtain a cross section which. is a square of side x. The area of this

crbss sqgtison therefore measures S = x
2

.

We shall show that the Volume has a measure equal to the measure of

the average cross section area. To simplify our language we shall.hereaftEr

say that S is the cross - sectional area and V is the volume where the

correct verb in each case is "measures."'

The proof is like the one that was

used when we talked about the area

'under a _graph. We divide the altitude

1 into n equal parts, each of

length 1 . Then we take plane
n.

.sections parallel to the base through

each of the points of division. In

the figure the second and the third

sections from the top a own shaded.

'Let Si, S
n-1

be the

areas of the successive cross sections

and :S
n

the area of the base. We can now enclose the pyramid, within n flat

boxes each of thickness - +l. We have drawn one of these boxes with area of

1

3base S
3

and
n

volume (S ). The total volume of all of the outside boxes

is

o

S +1: S + +1- S
n n2 nn

+ S
2

+ + S
n

n..

This is an upper average since it ia greater than the required volume

Similarly, we can construct flat b6xes of:thickness and faCes of

area So = 0, Si, Sn_i. Each of these boxes is inside the pyramid. The

1 1 Si.+
total volume is SO

S
n 0 n 1

+ +
n

S

V.

This is a lower average since it is lest than V. Therefore,

So -+ sn_ S2- 4. 4 4. :8
n

.

V must be a number which .Makesthia. double ineqUal y.Ar*.for favey...y-.,..
. . .

.
.

''ki ,t1 .,'ciy .:; 4.i?
. v

,positive integer n. AS before, we can show that there chi orre..4.

number: V for WhiCh thia.is true. : :Therefore it is, natu o:AW.

average of S over the:xinteA-val' [0,1] and to write Nci4
....

- _



. .

-; As you know, ,x .7=

. 28-'6'..)

which agrees with our previous result.

Zf .the vertex of the pyramid Its
ediire-triii'aove the, center of the 'base
Gglo.4y; hokcipi4t, the cross section
at tfie. diOtari'Ce . from 'the 'vertex

eqliare; gith side x ,,ThIreore,,
S x and, one again

v

i if the length. id ea d in`,Subh.unitts -tlia't the altitude.:.and each
side of'-the squares:base is the volume 'Measure is multiplik& S:IY. 'a so

4. 3
that41,V :i. 73-

The tiesult .---- S was ProVed: for certain pyramids of Et,,,Ititnde 1.

argument is equally .'vali.d:,11:or. 84 804 of altitude 1, :If the cli,oq
70 r.

idriabrea increases.4,rith: the -dj.:.6tarice from Fte ;apply'

ww 'tore general result in the

ExampIe_.1.1, Take a- :cone

-juius of ci ar,.. ase equal .1 1 t th'
etude. ,Choose the unit', WPA

o that this" altitude is What

4
x. 12rom' the3;vdrtex
region of radius x. and therefore-.

,,.of area irx . Since. : .

This

2 :. 1.;._
:. I.73' 7: 3 .:

......
. .

me' measured in such Units :that. p.,:itnit'Cul?% aiii edge. .

,,,,.,9- ftti -b the t.,0. u,de. If. a-diilfererit.ohoice..of leng-ph. it.--is::::' de so'-42.-t.,'
,. 5, ,I.

' *g.t r . ,..! . : e.z.-
the..aititude i'S''' a, ' ''?/' f.' .,.0 .



Ex6JOIl1e 2. The next example is a

1,...7.famous'onel.'tp find the volUmp of a

solid hemiphere. As before we nhoOse

the length.'unit so that the altitude
. .

.

tli8;meanathat the 'radius 16

Let -Us slice the solid at the.
". ,

height -.above the base. The result

A:Asa.c ular region. If r is the radius of the circle, by the Pythagorean.
,.

\ 2 2r,,.; ' li.
y,,' r:x +. r =

,..
s

1 so that r
2

=.1

S = xr. =

V =

V =

- x2. Then

(1 , x2)

ethe°area of the'cross

2'

2
= n mt .

1 2

3
=

3

Iftlie unit of length is such that the radius of the heMisphere is a the

.;:v9i4t1*:..F40asure is multiplied by a3, : and. therefore

2 .

V =
3

AS
3

VO'r a Whole sphere this result must be doubled, so

v= 4
Tca3.

that

Exercises 28-8

.t In the figure every section
t 7 ;

perpendicular'to OC. is a

right triangular region as

Shown. What is.the volume %-

of the solid? If units are

chosen so that the lineS

ma4ed 1. have "measure a,

what'is the volume?

72



In this figure the triangular

region OCB of Exercise 1 is,

::replaced by'a quai-ter of a..

circular region. .Find the

volume.

Hint: You must find y.

How can you do this?

.t

3. In the figure what is PQ?

PR? What then is the cross

sectional area S? Find the

volume:', Does the result ggree:

with the rule volume is
3

(area of base times altitude)?

4. .

Two quadrants of circles lie

in vertical .pianea.at. right

quadrant of
a circle

angles to each other. A ruler

is slidlOng them, remaining

parallel to K. so as to sweep

outa. surface. Find the volulde

enclosed by this Surface; the

vertical planes OPR and OQR

'and thelpase OPQ. Hint:
O

Take a section at the distance

x above the base. Find TU..'

and ST... Remark: The figure

may be thLaIght ofas forming

one quarter of a certain'type

of tent.
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. ,

Given any right circular cone.

Choosetheunit of length so

that 'the altitude is 1. Let.

R be the radius of the base

measured with this unit.

ShOW that the section

at distance x from the vertex

has radius' xR and therefore
4464

the cross - sectional area

S = TeR
2
x
2

. Find V = S and

shOw that the volume is
1

3

(area' of the base times the

altitude). Prove that:this

is still true if the unit of length:is

-6. In terms of a certain unit of

length the height of a pyramid

is .1 and the area of its base

is B.

changed so that altitude is h..

Show that at distance x

-

frOm the vertex S =.Bx
2

(this

ia'true if the base is any

polygonal region) and the

volUme 1 (area of the base
3.

times tneAaltitude), Prove .

that.thesame statement is

correct if'the altitude is'

h units. ,

- 7. §hOw that-the volume Of p.ny right circular cylirider'ia the

the base tites'the Altitude. Hint: :First ehOosea

the altitude equals 1. What is S?

74
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28-9, Some Other Measurements

We-have studied-measurements of length, area, and volume. As you knoW,

there are'manY.other quantities that we can measure: weight, ibressure.

teMperatura, speed, elapsed time, voltage,, electric. current - -to name a feW:

to the case of the measurement of 1ength,. area, and volume

Al) it is posSible to choose a unit that can be copied or duplicated,

ese units can be put together in a waythatopri-espOnds

counting;

(3)_ possible to divide the given unit into a sufficiently large.

number. of interchangeable sub-nits to reach any desired accuracy.

.Measurements with these characteriStics will beaalle4:direat or

fyndamental measurements..

Let us -consider the measurement ot weight Withthese.idOs in mind'.

Theie are of course many familiar units of *Weight, for example' thel pound,

Weight and the kilogram.

(1) Can a weigh-tunit be

copied or duplicated?

Yes;. of course. We can

construct as many inter-

ahangeablapound weights:

as we please. To test.

whether two pieces of

Metal (whose weights ara..'

supposed:to be .units) are

is

P. .
eqUal in weight it is sufficiOnt'to put theM'in opposite pans

of an equal-arm balance tosee Whether the bar is horitontar...
Vie.

To weigh an object we can..countone.erther of unit weights in on

pan that balance the object in the other pan.
A

In general we must use aub7unitp.to:bring about such a balande.

But we:rban. easily make sub-units., For example we can use ounce

weightsi. 16 of which balance. alpolindweig*

The measurement described -is a. direct measurement because it determines

the weight of the 'object by using a certain number Of units of:weight:. But

there are, other ways pf-determining the., eight. For -axample, ,we' can -use a- r

0



spring balance. That is, we can find

out, how much the object. stretches a

spring, /1 pointer attached to the

spring moves along a:scale. This..

scale may be marked in pounds, btt,":

we are apparently measuringthe weight

by a stretch, that is; .a Alsiance

This: is an indirect measurement of

0

weight. How can wesay that it measures,Weight at all?; Because of the

discOVery that a spring behaves,in a certain'way Robert Hooke (1635-1703)

-..found that the stretch is Proportional, to the weight (if we do not overload

the spring). For example, if we double the weight we double the stretch,

if ue triple the weight we triple the stretch, and so on This property of

springs has been thoroughly tested. We can be sure that ifz) for' example, the

spring balance read6 :3.5 lbs., the stretch is 3.5 times the Stretch for

. 1 lb. 1Therefore indirectly we are actually measuring_the desired weight in

terms of 'a unit weight.

Many measurements commonly made are of this indirect sort. We follow.

Galileo in measuring temperature changes by changes in the. length of a column

. .

of-liquid. Galileo used oil; we:use mercury.:

There are some quantities which cannot be measured directly. .DensitY-

.

(weight per unit volume) is a good,example.. The usual unit is a. gram per

cubic centimeter .(-gm/cm3), The very fact that we,use a unit like'gm/cm3.

shows that-we think of the measurement of density as the result, of measure-

ments of weight in grams and volume in 'cubic "centimeters, In fact, we'divide

the' weight measure by the volume measure to obtain the density mature,.

Water has, the density 1 gmicm3 because 1.cM3 weighs 14DG,

2 cm3 .weighs 2 gm., 50 cm3 weighs .,50 gm. Indeed x -cm3 weighs x gm,:

.Density is a property of the subStaiCejwater), not of the. mount,01.1-

The density Ofmercury--:iS.:41*413.6 gm/cm b'Ut we cannot put

together. 13.6 cm3 of water'toYiriall7Am of mercury weighing 13.6. gm.

We cannot combine density units directly the wayWe cOmbine:length.-units.

In;the case o? :fundamental or direct measurements, units can be puttogether,'

by counting and aunitcan.be subdivided into as many.sub7UnitS as one

pleases. This 1;s not possible Withindilectmeasurements. jleVerthelesS, in
..

the. example of density, a scale'of densities cap be constructed which is",like

a-scale of.length. We can.say-that a substance has a density of 'x units



if l'" cubic centimeter of it.weighs. x,g1m.s. (of. if c cubic, centimeters ,

weighs cx grams4), and x :ban 'be any positive,: real number, integer or not.-

Speed isanother quantity:that'cannotbe measured 'directly. It must.

be-calculated. We canno44ombine a unit speed'of' 1 ft /sec with-a copy

it .to Jcbtain. a speed of 2' ft/sec,0Nor can: we split a speed of 1 ft/sec
1'into twobpeeds,rof
-2

ft/sec-,each: Aathe-nan0 of the unit (ft /sec)
a.

auggestt,Ye find theme sure'f speed as.-6ne tesultOf4i. measurement of

distance. in feet and time in seconds. In fact, we divide the distance measure

1:13i: the time measure to obtain the measure ofspeed:.* If'an object moves xt

feet in t seconds, its speed is x ft /sec. We:can therefore show speed

_. :_ measures on 0 number Thai; .is,' we 'can 'represent spe'on a scale.

It might be asked: When-we reads. speedometer' On.a car donIt

measure the speed directly? The answer isno:! This is like the'case of.

Weight and.the spring. It is based upon the *ay.* whichthe reading ofthe

speedometer is related -to the aped. Actually the needle responds to an

-.electric current whose amount is proportional to the speed of turning of the

fron-twheels The measurement depends upon the behavior or'an electric
o

.

genere.tOr. N

Another example of. an indirect
.

measurementis the Common practice of

measuring the,atMospheric pressure:by

the height of a column of mercury thaJt.

it will"support.' The figlire shows

this form of.barometepinvented by

'GalilegiS pUP1.1,''Torricell,i. The
! .

'spece above the mercury is called the Torricellian:vacuum. Pre'asuie is defined

'tote forceTAUnit'areaAkt is therefore, not "a length, Nevertheless,

% theilength is.A4 measure,pf pressure Sin-de thetwo arepropartional. It' may

be shin 'that .30 ihdhes oD,r$Inetbury corresponds to 15 lb/in2, approximately

inches ofmercury:t .30 lbfin2, and soon.
,

-

04 back tooargasind vollible we see that when .we calcuikte

yoluies of various figures we are really finding them in terms
, ,

zeasurenenteand a calculation. %Ws

could meaaureite,Voiume'l

irregUlarly shaped .jar by fol*g a

unitiegbe with water and seeing how :11'

'

we ag%Imethaiithe speed remains constant.

the_areas

of'lengthv



many such units of volUtie:are needed

. tbjill,,the-jar..: We could measure:

the area of.anArregular piece of. tin,

of uniformthicknest,by'cOMparing:its

weight with the .ght Of a unit

'':sqUOrecut:trom.thesame material.: Why don't we always do soMet

,this?'What is tlae point of Ca.lculating4t,.axeas and volumeS?

. One answer is this This a good way to measure the vOlume of a,
. -

given. Object:. If, for exampIe; sOMeone,aSked-yoU fOr the volume, of a '-

certain electric light bulb, -the :s.implest:.ihihg.tOAo would ,be t,O.7dip the
. . . . , . -

bulb in a iank water and. measure thevOluMe of the water, than runs. .
. r

out However, ..if we wishta desigri.a.nobject.bf,e. certain shape to. fit some 7.
- -

space, we would mot like to ebhstructa lbt..ofeaMples in the hope of getting 7.

e fit. Think of'deeigning an ertifieial Satelqt'e:fbr:example, It As ex-
./"N.

:pensive' enough without resorting to trial and error..
%

. li,re there liMitationssto measurement?.: Are there,bhingS which cannot.;
5 ?. .

156:,measUred even approximately; either directly or inciirectlY,becaUSe there

is no :possible
,

uni!t?, Most of us:Would-agree that there'e.re....ACeany that
.

.

qohn
.

iathe most valuable player on the baseball team anclTean.the most

beautiful .girl inthe.achool. might.that no everyone wcwld agree.

But eirenAfthey:Aid agree would:we:say that we could measure the'valUe of
.

the player or the beauty ef!thiri? :What NitcOuld'be chosen?: SoMetimes.

we can compare wit.hout being tabl6 tzrasure. In soMe.cases we,eennot eyed
, ..

..
.

.

..- comPare WbOyasgreater,'Newon or,J3eethoven? There are different..kinde
.

.

-

of -greatness.'-'

eck Your ReadiT-Ig.
. .

-

What,three: things, a()::all.direct MeasurementhaVe,.in common?

2. .Give-twO examples of die mep.9ents;:tw6 df -iridirectmeasUremeuts.
i .

.

3

. ..

. -whydotitt we always measure a volume direbtly? (Why calCul'at-e it?)'
4

..0',

4. .. Tf:two quantitiebe measui.e.crthey can.be -coMparedif they

can be ey alwaYs be measureA?::-.Illustrate:

78



Exercises 28 -9

' . ,

In antiqUity, time was often measured by a watercIock. A certain
.

amount of water ran out of the bottom of a tank dUrineitheAime

interval'Ao.be measured. In using this method it s'asSttat the

rate of flow of the water is uniform. WhatpreCaution must' e::.taken'

to make this.a reasonable. assumption ?. Does a water'clockMeaspre time

How would you chobse an appropriate unit of .directly or indirectly?

: time?

Is the time fraeone

IleasurAngAime:Are

they:are or .are n

,next sunset a good unit for

eAuaI? Hbw.can you test whether

Suppdpe that you mea re'tiMe by using as a unit the. duration of a'

complete swing (over and back)

of a p4tidulum.of a, certain .

lehgt141:fahe t0 depends on

the lerkt6;:,a 'IlP/14u1-41-).

If it is ties fired t&measure

time in terms of a sUb-unit that
l'

is- -IT..., of the original.one, how
"",

could this be done experimentally?.
7i

e

s. Suppose that you measure time by counting your pulse. What'objection.

can,SroU make.to this method? .

6.

Suppose that you travel in a car a distamle of 50 "miles in 1 hour.

If.you say that your speed is 50 miles per hour (50
mi

) doe thi0

mean that you were actually: traveling at this speed for the entirdl

hour? If thip is not true, how can you mak anew measurement. to show
mi

that.itis-not true? the .50 Tr: gives.pf. nurse the average .speed

bverAlheohour. DesCribe a. set o?MeasUremen s that would'gi,:kre better

an better approximadbl'istb the speekat:a.given instant, 'Pay at the

time exactly aher you start..
-;

One,method to measure weight:is to move a slider along a,bar'untii

a balance 'it fOUhdwi-aa'the.bbject,to be weighed: Is' a 'direct

,or. an indirect measurementExplain the principl,won which it is

"baSed.

illeMeLsoMe'things that ybu belieVe-ca4hot be measured'and justify yoUr.

belief.



At

sop

. 41-- Can intelligence be measured? Are there perhaps different kinds of

intelligence? Can creativity be measured?,

28-10. Measurements. and Averages

Forthaarea below a graph

whorie ordinate y incases (or,4h,7.
,

lecreades) Onthe unit interval

wehave seen that A =

'avera'ge verde-of y over t1W-:

.614!;:..e,.

Sibilarlyyforthe

of a solid Wiltre'Cr4p,as-sectional

area increaSeslor decreases) over
, ,

-the unitb.interVai

the average of S over the

. interval.:

Let the unit.of.length)o.e

change that :[0,1] is.replaged-
7 ..

by .g0,al. Then A = y,must bb replaced by A = ay and V = S bY.:77'.= aV.
,

Where theaVerages of y -and S are now taken over the interval [0;a].
AN , ,

. . 4,-

'1' Thi's is easy to see, . If we star with .A= y and the interval" O,1],'

then when we change the length unitas dOcribed abo e, A .is mAktiPlied by

2
a and y by a. Therefore to maintain allUality. we must

multiplier: a. ontherigh't.

have an extra.

-fSimllarly if V.= S on [0,1) and Af. We change the unit of length

so that 1 is replaced by a new units, the measure of vo;.ume is multiplied

by. a3 while the measure of the average crOss-sectioaal area is multiplied

by a
2

. Hence, :v = a: in:terms of the new length unit.

4'

To use.A = ay and V = aS we need the averages of y' and over

theintatVal Onal. The most Amportant averaged \

(2)

x on .[ 0 a' ] 2

2 1.
x on [0,a] =

These results are easy to see geometricall
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2In the figq;e Ar=
2

. BUt

A = ay = ax. -.Hence

2a.

2
= ax

and therefore x =
a
2

SiMilarIy for the square

pyraMid shown, .

.

O
1

a
x2

A.-

2; 1 2
Hence' x =

3
- a

These results for x and x
2

apply to other measurements than

thoseoearea and volume. We give

two important examples.

Example 1. Everyoneknows.that'if a body is'dropped from test, the

speed (or velocity)tincreases with time. Galileo. guessed that the vaocity'

is proportional to the time x, that is, that

V =

where c is constant.

Galileo asked timself.thit question: If it' is true that.

v = cx;
4

2

.how far 'will the .body fall in t seconds? In the ease of a motion with

uniform.(constant) speed, the distance covered is the speed multiplied by

the time. What, shoUld we.'do if the speed is not uniform? 'In such a case

it is natural to assume that the distance covered is the average speed

multiplied by the time, where theaverage is to be taken over the interval

from xo = to x .=" t.,

rr71= or
- ,

The average of cx over ['O,t] is cx.= cx



If we measure distance in feet and time in seconds, we find that in
..

fact

d

(Actually 16° can be replaced by the better approximation 16.1.)-This means'

that Galileo's guess works with c = 32;' and the speed x 'seconds after

release is

. : 32x ft/sec..

The next,example concerns the idea of work. If a weight of 10 lbs

is lifted a distance of 3 ft we say that an amount of work is dOne equal

to. 10X.3- foot-pounds (ft-lbs)-..

1
Example 2. A certain spring is stretched 1 inch (

12
foot) by a

1 pound weight. Then, as you know, W pounds will stretch the spring

W
12
1

fee

Six pounds of sand are poured

'gradually. into a bucketattached to

the spring. As the weight increases

the spring steadily lengthens until

it is finally stretched t foot.

,How much work is done? When the

spring is stretched x feet, the

corresponding. number of pounds

weight is W = 12x.

1 A .

The work here is defined to be the aVerake weight tis the distance

Trilh,, where the weight must be averaged over the distance terVal [0,
.

4,1 -5 2

.W)= 12x, W = 12x - 12(4) 3.'anditbe work is

in foot-poands.
4.

EXamplel. Let.us assume that

the earth is a sphere with radius

4000 miles. A rocket is to be shot

stir ght up to a point 4000 miles

above the earth's surface. Reshall

(-7---Tal.p the radius of the earth to be a

new unit of length. Then the rocket

is to reach a point 'P that is two

of these units from the center of -01't

(3)() =2 2
. ,

-earth C.

11 82,



.

the rocket weighs 10 tons, how Much work (or energy)-.is re4uired

to raise the rocket to Fr. The work is the al:re/age weight times the distance.

According to Newtonts inverse squarelaw, the weight changes with t4e dis"tance

x from the earths center S./3 that its measure ip,tons is

1,7%

12

Nrtice.that
y

at,Uhe:Arthla surface where x = 1, W is 10 _.as it should.be.'
-,

. I e ft
il .he reqUired work is therefore

VT- 1 = (12) - = 10 (-1--y%
2 Yt

x2, x.
to, i

1
where the'avrage of

2
is to b taken over the interval,

x1 ^

1
Finding'the average of

2
over

x

'.[1,21 the same -as finding. A

for the graph of Cr= pn the
x

4
interval [1,21.:

y

If we divide [1,21 into .10

congruent parts we get for the tipper'
1 lr2L,

average

+
1

+
1 + ... + 1

,

`(1.1)4q1(1.2)' (1.9)2
10

...--

The numerator isdabtaifted by adding

0

1.000

.826

.694

592
- ,

.510

:444

.391

.346

.309

.277

1.9 2

X



7,1

-.Thereforelthe upper :average is approximately, The lower alierage'

bout 639 The average of these two averages corresponds to usigg.
'trapezoids' instead of rectangles ..4j.the iS, slightly tod) "iarge

to represent 'A = Sr. As you might guess;.'the exact value is. .500 .

Returning:to the rocket, the -energy required.Taea.sures

when weight is measured in t. O nS.and diStance Measured:iri:,ean, th 'radi i. To

obtain the ansWer.inft;-lbaWa:multiply.-by -2000 4.,i11000 The'.factor

2006 converts' tons' to "pounds.''. The 1+004 f.icOnyert4s,ear4th. radii tOmiles and

Of .Course 5280 -changeS. miles te:t .fiet. th6 'answer..i5
.

.

i
A chain 10' ft; long weighs '2 lbsift.
is resting on a, table. You seize oiie end
and lift the chain free fioin the. tabltft...
Find' the Work required. Hint:, When

feet of Chain are aboVe the, table,
weight are you supPdrting? tr

In Example' 3 of the text, che4 severaa-.3of the :eerms in the numerator;

of the upper average. Verify,,hat tVeflower average is

Can be shoV
,n-4 that the avegige,0f41--2- over ;the interval

is (NOte$ that this agrees;' with, our result in ExattiPle 3 of the

teXt.) "4,1`,: .. t:
: e s.

'(41..) If we assume that thi Asuit,'-iS correct, 'find the energy' required
to lift tf.* rocket froin i:.(the earth2s surface) tO : X = i.5
if the,rocl t weighs T ons when.. x = 1. (Use earthradii and
tons aS units

(b) Show that the',e

`

ergy required to aftise the

ek- 8
Itt



,A measurement; Is a. function. from Olij..eOt0:':34#1:-i:4=Eil77.1i

area weight and so Ori) to:non-negatiVe real numbers 'he.
.

said to 'measUre .the pyopertY-.:

,

ropettf length,
bers. are

.."Vor some quantitie0 it is; 'possible to choose: n::

(1) copied,,-'(2) together. in al way that ccirreSponas to untin0 3)
divided into interchangeable sub -ants (as many as
quevitites can be measured dirAly Other quant4tieS'.Call

ind47ectly, .that, is;.. by ±.a OmputaV.on.-, The measur-eot'Aii,`9,,tiantty depends

-v" 11,tori ".$4he unit' chOsen.,

' ,Let U and u

cliange '`frpitx the Uyinits

2 lietIC U3, 41
fp-area by,r4,,. j,, and p11, measures Xq1pIn (74, hy...

The areaVSelow 4e graph of ,a f,ApciloOlthat ZreaSes or deCreases
on a 4fiteZval 2s measured, w d y is-the average

?-h,

be two 1}nits Of;length.':,.T44

P.d.PtcF."P.

measures or.ienirtill;g0?;:.4;440-1.44.4)
.

. _ when we

dvolume to
all measures

lue of. the
^ 2,

and .`A then- = If on the interval,

icot , Vii. o: 3

[0;1], jr0=-- x , -then y = v.1.1

r, 0, ;.

funcitp a x,. then y =

M.

volum
47,

a apaxt is'efe
area. at; the di
'$' is

el 1

a solid' bouiided by two parallel planeS'-at the distance
. .

used -by Vt=4, where S measurer the cross-.sectional
ancex from one 0f the planes and the average, (S) of

. ,

over th' inteinil. [0,s.].. For a sphere whose radius measures
.44 -

.a Vnits 11.- FO:r tones or pyramids,
,

(Ba) where
t

the altitide find, B. imeasures the area of the base.
3
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